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NEW QUESTION: 1
What should an organization do to ensure that they have a sound Business Continuity (BC)
Plan?
A. Conduct periodic tabletop exercises to refine the BC plan
B. Outsource the creation and execution of the BC plan to a third party vendor
C. Test every three years to ensure that things work as planned
D. Conduct a Disaster Recovery (DR) exercise every year to test the plan
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which two loop-prevention mechanisms are implement in BGP? (Choose two.)
A. A route with its own AS in the AS_PATH is dropped automatically if the route reenters its own
AS.
B. The command bgp allowas-ill enables a route with its own AS_PATH to be dropped when it
reenters its own AS.
C. The command bgp bestpath med missing-as-worst assigns the smallest possible MED. which
directly prevents a loop
D. A route with its own cluster ID in the CLUSTER_LLST is dropped automatically when the
route reenters its own AS.
E. The command bgp bestpath as-path ignore enables the strict checking of AS_PATH so that
they drop routes with their own AS in the ASPATH.
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
An HP Virtual Cloud Networking (VCN) SDN Application runs on an HP VAN SDN Controller. How
does VCN help to provision networking for virtualized services in a cloud solution?
A. By using northbound Java APIs to integrate with and configure Ethernet Virtual Bridging
(EVB) applications
B. By using southbound RADIUS APIs to provision dynamic VLANs on data center switches,
basing those VLANs on the customer identity
C. By using northbound RESTful APIs to receive information from servers and switches acting as
Network Functions Virtualization (NFV)-complaint routers
D. By using southbound OpenStack Layer 2 Agent APIs to set up the correct VLANs on virtual
switches, as well as tunnels between virtual switches
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
A company's IT team wants to provide multiple Microsoft Office suite applications to end users
without
incurring any Windows desktop operating system licensing fees.
They also want each end users' Microsoft Office suite application customization settings and
configuration
changes preserved and restored when the end user logs off and logs back in.
Which two VMware technologies must they deploy to meet the requirements? (Choose two.)
A. VMware User Environment Manager
B. VMware App Volumes Writable volumes
C. VMware Horizon application pools
D. VMware Horizon Enrollment Server
E. VMware Identity Manager
Answer: A,B
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